Scavenger Hunt
ALONG THE PATH

Find scavenger hunt items, sing a song, read some books and have fun learning together.

**Things to Look for**

- Some moss
- A mushroom or flower
- A pine cone (or a cone from any type of tree)
- Two different colored leaves
- A dog on a walk
- A cloud that looks like a muffin
- Something that is yellow
- Something that starts with the letter “T”

**Rhyme “Here is the Mountain”**

Here is the mountain (hands together, fingertips touching)

Here is the town (one hand out with palm upwards)

Here are the streets that go ’round and ’round (use finger on one hand to trace circles around palm)

This is the river under the bridge (make a bridge with one arm; wiggle fingers under it with other hand)

And this is the tower high on the ridge (pointer finger up for tower; set on opposite fist)

Here are the flowers wherever you roam (hold up fingers and wiggle them)

And here is the bell that is calling you home (pointer finger swings back like a bell)

Ding dong! Ding dong!

**Booklist**

Look for these titles at gvpl.ca

- Forest Baby by Laurie Elmquist
- The Hike by Alison Farrell
- The Golden Glow by Benjamin Flouw

**TIP: Take Letters Outside**

The next time you and your child are out in the park, use your surroundings to play with letters. Take turns writing letters in the dirt, sand, or snow. This will help your child learn their alphabet and have fun learning to write.